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Grant Application

Rise&Art is an Instagram-based (but not sponsored by or affiliated with Instagram) grant fund 
presented by a collective of established female artists (Lifters). Each Lifter artist has pledged to 
contribute 50% of their sales of selected artworks to the grant program. Each time the fund 
collects $500, a new grant is issued. Rise&Art is a social venture, it is not a non-profit (501c3). 
Any donations made by artists or the public are not tax deductible and are given in the spirit of 
furthering the grant fund. 

Applicant Qualifications: Applicants (Risers) must live and work in the United States, be 
female, and consider themselves emerging artists. They must have fewer than 1,000 Instagram 
followers. Risers must be pursuing the goal of working full time as an artist and using Instagram 
as a marketing and sales tool for their business.

*Rise&Art does not discriminate on the basis of race, creed, age or economic status. 

Grant Award: Grant winners will be notified by email or phone, and announced on the Rise&Art 
Instagram Feed (@rise_and_art). Grant funds will be paid via Paypal. Winners are expected to 
use funds for business purposes only. They are expected to contribute to the Rise&Art 
community in the form of updates and moral support for future applicants, for at least six months 
after receiving the award. Grant winners may also be asked to provide photos and/or written 
updates within a year of winning the award. 

Application Submission: Please send applications (can be in PDF or jpeg form) by email to: 
rise.and.art@gmail.com

Basic Information:
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Full Name:

Instagram:   Website:

City/State:

Email:

Phone: 
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*Please put a lot of thought into your answers below, you may use 
additional pages if necessary.

What’s your primary medium?

Who is your target market for art sales?

Tell us about why you use Instagram for your art business?

What are your business goals for the next year? Next five years?
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What would you do with the $500 grant?

If you could use one feeling word to describe your body of work, what would it be and 
why?

What is your “why”? Why do you feel compelled to create?
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Who are your inspirations in art?

What is your personal definition of success?

Why should we award you this grant over your competition?
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